Solar Radiation Management Governance Initiative (SRMGI) Workshop Agenda
Thursday, July 7, 2016, Physics Lecture Theatre C
The University of the West Indies, Mona Campus

8:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.: Registration

**Opening Session**

9:00 a.m. - 9:10 a.m.: Opening Remarks
Professor Tara Dasgupta
President, Caribbean Academy of Sciences, Jamaica

9:10 a.m. - 9:20 a.m.: Introduction to Solar Radiation Management
Andy Parker
SRMGI

9:20 a.m. - 9:25 a.m.: Greetings
Professor Ishenkumba Kahwa
Deputy Principal, The University of the West Indies, Mona Campus

9:25 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.: Greetings
Professor Paul Reese
Dean, Faculty of Science & Technology, The University of the West Indies, Mona Campus

9:30 a.m. - 9:40 a.m.: Concept of Zero Energy Building and Climate Change
Professor Anthony Clayton
Professor of Sustainable Development
Institute for Sustainable Development, The University of the West Indies, Mona Campus

9:40 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.: Energy Security and Climate Change in Jamaica
Mr. Dwight Lewis
Senior Advisor on Energy Matters to Dr. the Hon. Andrew Wheatley, Minister of Science, Energy and Technology

9:50 a.m. to 10:05 a.m.: Key Note Speaker and Official Opening of Workshop
Dr. the Hon. Horace Chang
Minister without Portfolio, Ministry of Job Creation and Economic Growth

10:05 a.m. - 10:10 a.m. Closing Remarks
Professor Robert Lancashire
Secretary, CASJ
Main workshop

1010 – 1030  Break
1030 – 1050  Presentation: climate change and the Caribbean (Prof Michael Taylor)
              • Why is climate change a problem?
              • What is preventing more effective action?
              • What causes for optimism/pessimism are there?
1050 – 1110  Presentation: introduction to SRM (Mr. Andy Parker)
              • The climate context
              • SRM – science
              • Political and social dimensions
              • The challenges of research and research governance
1110 – 1120  Brief comments on the economics of SRM (Dr Juan Moreno-Cruz) and the
ethical issues it raises (Ms. Holly Buck)
1120 – 1130  Discussant: reflecting on the ethics of SRM (Dr Anna Perkins)
1130 – 1200  Q&A and group discussion of SRM (panel discussion or facilitated conversation)
1200 – 1245  Lunch
1245 – 1315  Line exercise (small group exercise, facilitated by SRMGI reps)
1315 – 1500  Longer group exercise (facilitated by SRMGI reps)
1500 – 1515  Break
1515 – 1600  Reflection on longer group exercise and wrapping up: group discussion on what
should happen next with SRM research governance and Caribbean involvement
1600  Closing comments, vote of thanks to hosts